
Sketchbook Challenge!  
 

1. Top 5 Mistakes New Artists Make! Listen to the video and take notes on the 5 things 
that new artists often do! https://youtu.be/JxPG492bF3k  

 
2. How to Hold and Control your Pencil! Take notes and follow along with this video, 

making sure to try each of the grips! https://youtu.be/pMC0Cx3Uk84 
 

3. Learn to Draw Forms! Take notes and follow along with this video: 
https://youtu.be/vMr6eimcolc. 

 
4. Learn to Draw an Ellipse! Take notes and follow along with this video: 

https://youtu.be/sQE7ZZsGvxY. Once you have gone through the video and drawn the 
cylinder, then find an object that has an ellipse and draw it from observation (not from a 
photo).  

 
5. Artist’s Choice! Find an tutorial online and follow along in you sketchbook! You could 

learn how to draw a dog, a sports figure, a tree, how to draw anime, anything! Make sure 
to write the web address of the video that you choose.  

 
 
#1-5 DUE:_______________________________________________ 
 
 

6. Dos and Don’ts: How to Draw an Eye! Follow along with this video and take notes of 
the “do’s” and “don’ts”. https://youtu.be/fQo7P9VkFaA 

 
7. How to Draw Faces for Beginners! Follow and draw along with this video and take any 

other notes you think necessary. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMEBSQJYaAY 
 

8. Caricature 101- How to Exaggerate! LIsten to the video and take notes on how to draw 
a caricature. Then, try your best to draw a caricature of yourself, a friend, or a family 
member (not a celebrity or anyone you could find a pre-made caricature for online). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL4M5Jhkz1A 

 
9. Artist’s Choice! Find an tutorial online and follow along in you sketchbook! You could 

learn how to draw a dog, a sports figure, a tree, how to draw anime, anything! Make sure 
to write the web address of the video that you choose.  

 
 
#6-9 DUE:_______________________________________________ 
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